INTRODUCTION

Mbox Player Software Version 1.0.1

Software version 1.0.1 is now available for the Mbox Player application.

Software version 1.0.1 fixes some critical issues in the original v1.0 release and is therefore recommended for all users.

Overview

Software version 1.0.1 provides critical bug fixes for issues in Mbox Player. No new features are included. A list of corrected issues can be found below. There is no new version of the Mbox Player Sync application, you should continue to use the 1.0 version.

Corrected Issues

**Mbox Player:**

+ Fix for UI freeze or lag when clips are added
+ Fix for brief Preview bus blackout when Program bus is using a loop with delay
+ Fix for crash caused in OS X 10.10 Yosemite when using H.264 or .mp4 movie files
+ Fixes for tooltips
+ Fix issue where slider drag tracking stops if the mouse is moved outside the slider boundary
+ Fix issue where hint/warning bubble can become detached from main window and cannot be closed
+ Fixes for UI text to eliminate clipping and use “clips” rather than “scenes”